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Abstract: Aiming at the problems that are poor generalization performance, low retrieval accuracy
and large time consumption of existing content-based image retrieval system, the hierarchical
image retrieval method based on multi feature fusion is proposed in this paper. The retrieval
accuracy rates on Corel5K, UKbeach and Holidays are 68.23(Top 1), 3.73(N-S) and 88.20(mAp),
respectively. The experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper can effectively
improve the deficiency of single feature retrieval and save time significantly in the premise of a
small amount of loss of accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Large-scale image retrieval based on visual information is a key technology in many researches.
In order to achieve the purpose of retrieving images, we need to describe the content of the image at
first. There are a lot of methods to represent the image content, such as color, texture, and so on [1]
[2]. From the perspective of image representation, the features of image content can be divided into
two categories, local feature [3] and global feature [4]. For the occluded image retrieval task, the local
feature has a better performance. However, it may return the image which is irrelevant to the query
due to local feature only focus on part of the image. The global feature depicts the overall feature
distribution of the image. But it has a large amount of redundant information, and retrieval tasks
tend to return images that look similarly but do not correlate. Therefore, given a specific query, the
retrieval system using a single feature is often difficult to meet the needs of users. To solve this
problem, the retrieval system integrating multiple features has attracted more and more attention
due to the characteristics of multiple complementary features. Multi-feature fusion can effectively
improve the performance of the retrieval system has been confirmed [5], and there are many
researches on multi-feature fusion has been done[6] [7]. At present, the popular method can be
divided into two categories: one is fusion on the feature level; the other is rank aggregation. The
former merges a variety of features into a new feature for retrieval while the latter fuses retrieval
results of different features in the rank stage. The retrieval system based on two fusion methods can
improve the retrieval precision. Ronald Fagin et al. [8] used a number of independent "voters" to
sort the database images based on their similarity to the query, and then combined the rankings
with some efficient fusion algorithms. Oriol Ramos et al. [9] used a non-Bayesian probabilistic
framework to solve the problem of classifier combination, and got two linear combination rules to
minimize the misclassification rate under certain constraints. Shaoting Zhang et al. [10] proposed a
graph-based query fusion method, which re-ordered multiple retrieval sets by chain analysis on the
fusion graph.
On the one hand, compared with the single feature retrieval, image retrieval based on
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multi-feature fusion increases the retrieval time. On the other hand, many researches on image
retrieval have been carried out on large-scale datasets, which may contain up to several million
pictures, It is very time-consuming to search for the images we need from the massive images. On
this issue, Jia Deng et al. [11] used a hierarchical relationship, which is most suitable for large-scale
problems. At the same time, a new hash scheme is proposed, which reduces the computational cost
efficiently. Kevin Lin [12] utilized the hidden layer learning binary code to represent the potential
concept of the image, and used the hierarchical deep search, which improved the retrieval
performance to a great extent.
Inspired by the above work, we present a hierarchical image retrieval system based on
multi-feature fusion. Given a query, firstly we extract the CNN feature, and pre-retrieve with the
binary CNN feature. Then, the Color, Lbp and GIST features are fused for second retrieval to obtain
the search results. Further, we apply our approach to several datasets, and demonstrate its
effectiveness and scalability.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Datasets


Corel-5K[13] dataset contains 5,000 images that are divided into 50 categories, such as beach,
bird, jewelry, sunset, etc. Each category has 100 images. Each image is taken as query in turn,
and the other 4999 images are served as retrieval library. The precision of top-r images, namely
the ratio of similar images in the returned images, is used as the evaluation standard of the
retrieval system.



UKbench[14] dataset is released with 2550 objects, and each object has 4 pictures taken from
different visual angles. All the 10,200 images were served as query images. We use N-S score,
the average number of similar images in Top-4, as a measurement of retrieval performance.



Holidays[15] dataset includes 1491 personal holiday pictures that are composed of 500
categories. The first image in each category is used as the query, and the remaining images are
relevant images. mAP is used to evaluate the retrieval performance.

2.2. Features


Color. For each image, we compute 2,000-dim HSV histogram. (H, S, V are 20, 10, 10).



LBP. For each image, we divide the detection window into 16 * 16 small cells and extract
256-dimensional lbp descriptors.



GIST. Each image is resized to 128 * 128. We use 4 scales with the number of orientations (8, 8,
8, 8), and extract 512-dimensional GIST descriptors.



CNN. Here we use VGG network pre-trained on Imagenet, which consists of 13 convolution
layers, 5 pooling layers and 3 fully connected layers. For all the images in the dataset, the fc6
layer (the first fully connected layer) feature is obtained by forward operation. The output of
this layer contains a wealth of image information, whose dimension is 4096 dimensions.

2.3. Our Method
In the image retrieval based on multi-feature fusion, we mainly focus on two aspects: one is
how to determine the weight of each feature to improve the retrieval accuracy; the other is how to
improve the retrieval efficiency.
Traditionally, the weight of feature has two ways to be determined, the global weight and the
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adaptive weight. The former is an average value or is decided by experienced experts, which leads
the retrieval system to have poor generalization performance and low retrieval performance for
different retrieval images. The latter is derived from retrieval feedback based on this feature, which
is better than the global weight. However, in the sum or product fusion, the distinction between
good features and bad features is not obvious. If the weight of the bad features in the retrieval work
is large, it will also reduce the retrieval performance to a certain extent.
The traditional image retrieval system based on multi-feature fusion is a single-layer image
retrieval system. The retrieval process is shown in Figure 1. That is, the system receives a query
image and extracts a plurality of features of query and images in the image database. Then multiple
features are fused to get the comprehensive similarity measure. Finally, the system returns relevant
images to the user according to the comprehensive similarity measure. At each retrieval, the
retrieval system needs to extract the features of all images and calculate the similarity between
query and all images in the image database, which may lead to low retrieval efficiency and poor
adaptability to the retrieval task on the large-scale image database.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional global weight method, a hierarchical
image retrieval system based on multi-feature is proposed. The basic framework of the retrieval
system is shown in Figure 2. Next, the hierarchical retrieval and multi-feature fusion will be
described in detail.
2.3.1. Hierarchical retrieval
As shown in Figure 2, in the hierarchical retrieval system proposed in this paper, pre-retrieval
is performed based on the binary CNN feature. Then Color, Lbp, GIST and binary CNN features
are fused to perform second search within the pre-search results.



Pre-retrieval. In the pre-retrieval stage, the CNN feature of query image and images in image
database are extracted respectively. The CNN feature from the middle layer has a high
dimension, so it will take a long time to be carried out the similarity measure by using it.
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Figure 1. Traditional image retrieval system framework based on multi-feature fusion
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Figure 2. The proposed hierarchical retrieval system framework. The red box represents the pre-retrieval
process and the blue box represents the secondary retrieval process.

According to the characteristics of Hamming distance operation, this paper binarizes
4096-dimensional CNN feature as follows:
For each bit of featureܨ , we output binary codes F by:
j
1 F0 ≥ ave( F0 )
Fj = 
j
0 F0 ≤ ave( F0 )

j ∈ {1, 2,..., n}

(1)

Here, ave( F0 ) is the mean of feature F0 , n is the feature dimension 4096.
Then, in the light of feature F, the similarity score between query and images in image database
is calculated. We output top-N images as the result of pre-retrieval according to the similarity score.


Secondary-retrieval. In the secondary-retrieval stage, we adjust the similarity measure based
on CNN according to the similarity score vector and the retrieval results in the pre-retrieval
stage. Next we extract lbp, color, GIST features of query image and images in the pre-retrieval
results, and compute similarity measure based on each feature. Then we obtain retrieval
performance of each feature by searching similar images. We determine the weight of each
feature in accordance with it, and calculate the comprehensive similarity measure. Finally, the
retrieval results are obtained according to the comprehensive similarity measure.

The hierarchical retrieval system proposed in this paper improves the retrieval efficiency in two
aspects. Firstly, we binarize the high-dimensional CNN feature and calculate the Hamming distance to
improve the retrieval efficiency. Secondly, we fuse multiple features to make accurate search within the
pre-retrieval results, which reduces the retrieval range and improves the retrieval efficiency to a certain
extent.
2.3.2. Multi-feature fusion
Specifically, K features are fused, q is query image, p is a database image. The proposed
fusion method is as follows.
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We normalize the features:
Fi ( p) =

1
n

 p ( j)
i

( p i (1), p i (2),......, p i (n)) （i ∈ {1, 2,......., K}）

(2)

j =1

Fi (q) =

1
n

 q ( j)
i

(q i (1), q i (2),......, q i (n)) （i ∈ {1, 2,......., K}）

(3)

j =1

Here， p i ( j ) is the j-th component of the i-th feature of the database image p. q i ( j ) is the j-th
component of the i-th feature of the query image q. n is the dimension of feature.
We calculate the distance between q and p and normalize it:
n

d i ( k ) = d i (q , pk ) =  q i ( j ) − pk i ( j )
j =1

Di (q) =

1
m

 d ( k)
i

k ∈ {1, 2,......, m} ,i ∈ {1, 2,......, K }

(d i (1), d i (2),......, d i ( m)) （i ∈ {1, 2,......., K}）

(4)

(5)

k =1

Here, Di ( q ) is the similarity vector between the query image q and the all database images, which
is calculated based on i-th feature. m is the total number of images in the image database.
We calculate the comprehensive measure by fusing multiple features:
K1

~

sim(q) =  wq( i ) Di (q)+
i =1

(i)

Here w q

K



i = K1 + 1

wq( i ) Di (q)

(6)

 q( i ) , K1 are the weight of a good feature, the weight of a bad feature, and the
, w

number of good features respectively, when the query image is q.


Good features and bad features. ac i ( q ) is retrieval performance, which is obtained by Di ( q ) ，

Good features and bad features are defined as follows：
K

ac _ mean =

if

 ac (q)
i =1

i

K
aci (q) > ac _ mean
featurei ∈ { good _ feature}

(7)

else
featurei ∈ {bad _ feature}



Weight Determination. In order to make better use of good feature in getting the
comprehensive measure, after getting the weights, the paper carries on a power calculation to
the good weight, which can increase the difference of the good feature and the bad feature. The
weights of features are shown as follows:
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featurei ∈ { good _ feature}

if

~

Wq i = exp(

aci (q)
K

 aci (q)

)

i =1

(8)

else
Wq i =

aci ( q)
K

 ac (q)
i =1

i

3. Results

3.1. The effectiveness of feature fusion
In this paper, we conduct retrieval experiments based on maximum fusion, multiplication
fusion [16] and sum fusion. And we experiment with adaptive weight and average global weight.
The sum fusion is what we use in this paper. The maximum fusion and multiplication fusion are
shown as follows.
The maximum fusion:
~

sim( q) = arg max{max{Wq i | i = 1, 2,..., K1 }, max{Wq i | i = K1 + 1, K1 + 2,......, K }}

(9)

Di ( q )

The multiplication fusion:
K1

~

sim( q) = ∏ wq( i ) Di ( q) ×
i =1

K

∏

i = K1 + 1

wq( i ) Di ( q)

(10)

The experimental results on the maximum fusion, multiplication fusion, and sum fusion are
86.15\87.74\88.20, which are shown in Figure 3(a). The experimental results on the adaptive weight
and global average weight are shown in Figure 3(b). From the Figure 3(a) we can see that the sum
fusion is much better than the other two. Furthermore, it can be seen from the Figure 3(b) that the
adaptive weight proposed in this paper is of great performance. Table 1 shows the performance
comparison between the single-feature retrieval and multiple-feature retrieval. As what can be seen
from the table, the latter’s performance is optimal. Experimental results show that the proposed
adaptive multi-feature fusion method is effective and has good performance.

Figure 3. (a) A comparison of the retrieval performance based on the three fusion methods of maximum fusion,
product fusion and sum fusion. (b) The performance comparison between the adaptive weight proposed in
this paper and the global average weight.
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Table 1. On the Holidays dataset, the comparison of search results based on single features and fusion features

Features

CNN

color

lbp

GIST

fusion

mAp

77.25

62.22

37.85

39.03

88.20

3.2. Retrieval performance evaluation
On the UKbeach, Holidays, Corel-5K datasets，we carries out experiments based on different
fusion features. The retrieval results are shown in Figure 4. From the figure, we can see that on the
Holidays dataset, fusing CNN, color, lbp, GIST features to search image achieves the best
performance. On the UKbeach dataset, optimal image retrieval performance can be obtained by
fusing CNN, color features. On the Corel-5K dataset, we get the best result by fusing CNN, color,
lbp, GIST features.

Figure 4. On the UKbeach, Holidays, Corel-5K datasets, the experiments based on different fusion features are
compared. Figure (a) shows precision comparison retrieved on the Corel5K dataset, here the number of similar
images returned is 30. Figure (b) shows the mAP comparison retrieved on the Holidays dataset,. Figure (c)
shows the comparison of N-S values retrieved on the UKbeach dataset.

3.3 The effectiveness of hierarchical retrieval
On the UKbeach dataset, we conduct experiments based on the direct retrieval and hierarchical
retrieval respectively. Figure 5 shows that 100 images are randomly selected as query images. We
compare the retrieval time based on binary CNN feature and CNN feature, from what we can see
that image retrieval based on the binary CNN can achieve the effect of saving time. Then we set the
number of pre-retrieved images to 8 and randomly select 100 images as query image. Figure 6
shows the comparison of the retrieval time and N-S score. Figure 7 shows the query images with
different N_S value. Figure 8 shows the retrieval results obtained by the hierarchical retrieval and
the direct retrieval.
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Figure 5. On the UKbeach dataset, 100 images were randomly selected as query images, the retrieval time of
binary CNN feature is compared to the retrieval time of CNN feature.

Figure 6. On UKbeach dataset, We randomly selected 100 images as the retrieval image, and set the number of
pre-retrieved images to 8. Comparison of direct and hierarchical retrieval performance. (a)The comparison of
retrieval time in each search. (b) The average time of 100 searches comparison. (c) The N-S value of each search
comparison. (d) The average N-S values of 100 searches comparison.

Figure 7. Query images with different N-S value. (a) Query images whose N-S value of the hierarchical
retrieval is greater than the direct retrieval. (b) Query images whose N-S value of the hierarchical retrieval is
less than the direct retrieval.
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Figure 8. The search results. The first image in the upper left corner is query image, and the remaining images
are similar images. In accordance with the similarity from large to small, we arrange them from left to right.
The first row is search results based on the direct retrieval. The second row is search results based on the
hierarchical retrieval.

3.4. Comparison
Table 2 shows the results of this paper compared with other papers. On the Corel-5K dataset,
when the number of returned similar images is 1, the precision of our method is improved by 14%
compared with the method in [13]. On the UKbeach dataset, the N-S value of our method is 3.73,
which is 0.04 lower than [13], but increased by about 0.18 compared with [17] and [22], 0.31
compared with [20], and 0.08 compared with [19]. On the Holidays dataset, the mAp of image
retrieval based on our method is 88.20%, which is about 3.5% higher than [13], [20] and [22].
Compared with [18], [19] and [21], it increased by about 8%. Compared with [17], increased by
8.9%.
Table2. Comparison with other methods with post processing in image retrieval level.

Model

Corel5K(top1)

UKbeach

Holidays

Ours

68.23

3.73

88.20

Graph-density[13]

54.62

3.77

84.64

--

3.56

79.3

--

--

80.18

3.65

80.2

Global-CNN[17]
MOP-CNN+PCA+Whitening

[18]

【19】

--

3.43

84.7

【21】

--

3.60

80.86

【22】

--

3.55

84.8

Bag-8 + PCA

[20]

4. Discussion

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical search method based on adaptive multi-feature fusion.
Given a query image, firstly, we get the pre-retrieval results according to binary CNN feature. Then,
we extract the color, lbp, GIST features of query image and images in the pre-retrieval results and
search image based one every single feature respectively. After getting the accuracy of each
retrieval, we adjust their weights and gain the comprehensive measure. Finally, the retrieval results
are obtained according to the comprehensive measure. The proposed method has better efficiency
than traditional direct retrieval, and multi-feature fusion can effectively improve the accuracy. In
the comparison of the algorithms which have achieved good performance in image retrieval, we
find that our method has a good performance and generalization ability for different image
databases.
In the future work, we will consider using our method in unsupervised image retrieval work.
With the increase of the number of network images, there are many difficulties in manual marking.
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The traditional unsupervised image retrieval system has low precision and weak generalization
ability. It is significant to consider the application of our method in unsupervised image retrieval.
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